**Lesson Topic: Teaching Bus Expectations (Video Booster Lesson)**

| Main objective: | Students will learn how to demonstrate the bus expectations while entering, riding and exiting the bus |

**Lesson Sequence:**

1. Introduce the lesson by showing the *Bus Expectations Poster* and telling students the goal of this lesson is to learn how to be ready to ride the bus by learning to use the bus expectations. Using the bus expectations helps keep everyone safe on the school bus.
2. Tell students to watch carefully to see how the kids in the video use the bus expectations to enter the bus, ride the bus, and exit the bus.
3. Have students watch the *Booster Lesson Video*.
4. Lead a discussion after students have watched the video—some sample questions are listed below:
   - What are some safe, quiet things you can do to pass time on the bus?
   - Why is it important that you be quiet so the driver can hear other sounds?
   - Why is it important to follow all adult directions on the school bus right away?
   - Whose job is it to keep the bus clean?
   - If you have trash on the bus, when should you throw it away? (when you exit the bus at your stop)
   - When is it ok to get up and exit the bus? (when the bus is stopped, the driver has opened the door at your stop or in an emergency situation)
   - Why should you stay in your seat in your safety position while the bus is moving?
   - How can you help keep it safe on the bus? (follow the bus expectations)
5. After your discussion, have students do the follow up activities listed below:
   - Have students practice sitting in the safety position
   - Have students learn the *Stay Safe Bus Song* and sing it together
   - Have students draw a picture or write a sentence making a commitment to sit in their safety position until it is their turn to exit the bus (the bus has stopped and the driver has opened the door).
   - Before dismissal, periodically play the *Stay Safe Bus Song* so students learn it, sing along and be reminded to use safe bus behavior.

**Materials / Resources / Supplies / Flashcards / etc.**

| **Bus Expectations Poster**  
| **Booster Lesson Video**  
| **Stay Safe Bus Song**  
| **Paper** |

All materials are posted on our district website on the PBIS page:
- Staff Net Side-
  - Departments-Teaching & Learning
  - PBIS—PBIS on the Bus